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ABSTRACT 
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WITH A LARGE NUMBER OF RADIAL RAYS 

Roland L. Dobrushin and Yury M. Sukhov 
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Moscow, USSR 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The paper deals with the a~mptotic analysis 
of some message switching systems. 

The specific topic of this paper is the asympt~
analysis of some c lasses of svd tcbing networks. 
The network of an infinitely increasing comple-
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xL ty is considered and some variants of the well
known qypothesis on the Poisson behaviour of the 
message flows in internal lines of a complex 
communication network [1J are proved. 

The simplest (and the basic) class of the sys
tems under discussion consists of radial or 
starlike switching networks operating at a sta-
tionary rate. Though the pl'Obab1listic cha.tac

teristios of queues at the internal vertices of 
such systems oannot be exactly oomputed, in the 
oase with the infinitely increasing number of 
rays it is possible to prove the oonvergenoe 
of these charaoteristios to the limit s which are 

corresponding charaoteristios of queues generat
ed by the Poisson flow. This allows us to give 
some approximate formulas for the oalo ulation of 
the probabilistio oharaoteristios of the system. 

2. THE DEro~ION OF THE RADIAL SCHEME FOR 
MESSA.GE SWITCHING AND FORMULATION OIP RESULTS 

A o o mmunic ati on network consisting of a large n~ 
ber N of message sources Zi' i = 1, ••• , N, 
and. of a fixed oentre Id is oonsidered. It is 
assumed that eaoh source Zi is oonnected to the 
oentre wLth two communication lines, one of which 
is for message transfer from Zi to M (denoted 
here below by Zi ~ 14), and the other is for 
message transfer from M to Zi (denoted by K-Z i ). 
All 2N oommunioation lines operate in a mutually 
independent mode. It is assumed that a random 
PoisBon fl.ow of messages wl th a fixed traffic /l 
emerges in eaoh source Zi' and fuat message flows 
generated by different sources are mutually in
dependent. 

Let us label the ~ssages by a pair of indices 
(1, j), where 1 1s the number of the initial 
source of the message, while j is its ordinal 
number with respeot. to a time-point 0, i=1, ••• , 
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H; j = t1, 12, ••• 1). Let ti,j be a random 
ti~-point at Which a message labelled by (i,j) 
occurs. As is well-moc, the values 

llt,j = t~+1- ti,j (ti,o= 0), 

j = 0, ±1, ±2, ••• 

(1 ) 

, . 
are Dlutualq independent and exponentially d1st
ributed with parameter.lt • 

The length of the message 1s denoted by 11,j
It is aSSlllled that the lengths of different 
messages are mutually independent, do not de
pend on the distance 11t,j and are exponentially 
distributed with parameter;U, where 

/t/. >it (2) 

Jllnally, each message has an address 11t,jwhich , 
is the number of a receiving source_ The assump
tion is that all addresses ~,j are mutually in
dependent, do not depend on variables Ui,j and 

(N-1 ) , m = 1, . .. , N ,~i , li,;,. and 1- -1 

Pr {~,j - ID} -
0, m = i. (J) 

The system under consideration operates i n the 
following way. At each instant of time any com
munication line may be used to transmit only 
one message, the transmissi on time being assum
ed equal to its length. All messages entering ~ 
the line Z1~ lA are ' ordered in a simple queue 
according to the time-points of t heir genera
tion. When a message arrives at the centre (the 
time of arrival is the end of a transmission 
period in a line Zi~ M), it is sent with no 
delay to the input point of a line M'-Zm accord
ing to its address. Messages entering each line 
M -Zm form a new queue 1Ibich is also ordered 
according to the time of arrival. Simple const
rue tions show that the system under considera
tion can be described as an ergodic Markov pro

cess with stationar,y transition probabilities. 
In the following section of the paper we in- , 

vestigate the stat10Dar,y mode of system opera
tion corresponding to the stationar.,y Markov 
prooess2

). Therefo01 the distributi on of 
the delay time Wi~'j) for a message l abelled 
by (i,j) and queued at the input of the c<;>mIDU
Dication line Zi ~ M is independent of both i 
and j. 

(1) In 'other words, with j > 0, the j-th message 
geDerated by Zi in succession beginning 
from the time-point 0 is meant, whUe with 
j < ° the I j I-th message generated by Z 
in succession before the time-point 0, lis 
meant. 

(2) This assumption is connected with some 
spec1flc{Z'\tstr1ctions i.mposed on the de~a;y 
time -i ~J for a aeaSlge labelled by 
(1,1), :1::&1, ••• , N. 
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As is well-known [2J , 

[

0, 

-1 A - -~' 
1 - ~e-)U~")w, 

j'-

W(o, 

p ' { (0) / 1.. () r Wi,j ~ wJ= ;'tf 11 

(4) 

The distribution of the delay time wi~~ for a 
message labelled by (i,j) and queued at the cent. 
re 11 is already beyond the scope of eD-ct calcu
lation. However, the followLng statements are 
val14. 

Theorem I. For H ~ 00 

lim Pr {wi~~ ~ w} = ~'f (w), i=1, ••• , N, 

j= ±1, t2, ••• (5) 
1ihere "~jJ- (w) is a distribution fumtion de
termined by (4). 

Theorem 2. Por N~Oo<", the values li,j' Wi~j) 
and W (!) are asymptotically independent: ita 

f (0) (1).1 
lim Pr lli,;! {-l, Wi,j ~ wo' wi,;! ~ ~ = 

= (1-e-f1 ) 1')1 .,(wo) l' J..0/(W1), 

From Theorems 1 and 2, the following formulas 

(6) 

for the distributions of the total delay time 

Wi,j = wi~j) + .i~~ and :eor the transmission time 
through the system Ti ,;!= Wi,j + 2 li,j can. be 
derived: ~ 

Pr f w .. ~ wt...., 
~ ~tJ '1 

[ } [sT O. _ C T{ ~ 0, w}~;. e-I',/l.: (T-W), 
Pr LTi ,j ~ T'" dT J dw pr Wi,j = c;-

O 0 
T > O. (8) 

which are valid with N --00 and approximate for 
l arge N. The desnities ot the correspond1ng 
distributions are found from formula. (4), (5) 

and (7). The symbols 0 + and i-in fOrllUla (7) 

mean that the region of iDtegration does not 
contain points ° or w. IIore detailed ~Jq)ressions 
for the distribution of values Wi,j and Ti,;J 
are omitted because of their complexitt.t) 
~~~(?~d(8) take account o~ the fact 

that -.lth l'J-oothe distributions of "i j and 
T i ~ are convolutions of the c orresp~f1aing 
adAeDd d.1strib1t1ons (see [3J. Chapter V). 
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). THE MAIN "QUEUE BREAK-On AT CENTRE" LEMMA 

In what follows, the pair of indices (i, j) 

determining a message will be held fixed. It 
is also convenient to have a m ~ i fixed and 
analyse the coDdi tional probabilities provided 

that ~,j = me Those conditional probabilities 
do not depend on n, because of the symmetry 
properties of the scheme. ~t the message la
belled by (i, j) enter the line M-Zm at a time-

(1) (0) 
point ti,j = ti,j + Wi,j + li,j- Let us also 

denote by t~k and l~k respectively the time of 
arrival at 14 and the length of the k-th, k = 1, 

2, ••• message addressed to m and preceding the 

time ti~~. ~ definition, tb = tf~~, 1~ = 11 • j -

~hua, the message labelled by (i, j) is queued 
at the centre M~nthe queue consisting of the 
_ssages with the following characteristics: 

t!k' l!k' k = 1, 2, •••• Let U8 introduce a 

value w!k ' for the delay of a message arriv
ing at the instant t!k ' and consider the event 
G(p) that there exists at least one' k = 0,1, 

, P for Which .~k = O. P ~ 0, 1, 2, •• - -

The following is the basis ~or the demonstration 
of Theorems 1 and 2: 

Lemma 3. For each E> 0 there exist No and Po 
such that for N ~No and p ~Po 

Pr G(p) ~ 1 - E • 

The proof of this statement, Which seems quite 
obvious turns out to be rather difficult, and 
therefore will be omitted from this paper. 
Theoremes 1 and 2 are deduc ed using Lemma 3 
as follows. Lemma 3 can be written in the fol
lowing equivalent form: 

P 
11. Pr {w~p + E1 
B,p~cO 

where, in analogy to (1 ) 

U!k = t!k+1 - t_ke 

~he equivalence of (9) and (10) can be proved 
using here and below the following simple equa-
1.1ties: 

-!k = JlaX [w!k_1 + 1!k_1 - u!k_1' OJ 
.= II8.X [wt + k+q 1 t 

-k-q L: -r 

l' --r 

r=k+1 

ut -r' 

q = 1,2, .... 

k+q 
L U!r 

= = 
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.Let US now deduc e Theo:reias 1 and 2. . 
Acc ord1ng to iemma 3, for any given E> 0 and 

rather large N and p 

p 

Pr {wi~J I: max [2: 
k=1 

u' -k, 

p-1 
L U!k'···' 1!1 -

k=1 

- u!1 .0J}<E 
Let us formulate the foll01ld.ng two auxi1ar,y 
statements: 

Lemma 4. For ~ fixed p and N -- <X> the 
distribution of a random variable 

p p p-1 

~) = max[E l!.k- L; u!k' L l!k -
k=1 k=1 k=1 

p-1 

(12) 

-~ u!.k.···' 1!.1 ..: u'_1' OJ 
k=1 

(13) 

converges to the distribution at' the variable 

w(p) = max [f l_k 

k=1 

p-1 p-1 

p 

-L: 
k=1 

~ l_k - L: u_k • e.. • 1_1-11_1 , OJ. (14) 
k.1 k.1 

cere all l_k and u_k ' k = 1, _.. t P are mutual
ly independent and exponentially distributed 
wi th parameters !'- and il. cor.respondingly. 

Lemma 5. Por any w 

The first statement, Lemma 4,can be proved by 
verifying the fact that wi th N~ 00 each 

I' -k and u' -k converges by distri buti on '00 va
riables l_k and u_k respectively and that when 
N--"OOtheir jOint distribution function is a 
produo t of distribution fum tions of separate 
variables l_k and u_k• Tbis takes account of 
the fact that 1Id. th N~ 00 each message is 

queued at the oentre Minthe queue being formed 
by messages from other sources Zq' (q ~ 1) with 
the probability asymptotioally equal to 1. As 
far as the proof of Lemma 5 is concerned, it is 
given (in more general fom) practicallJ in all 

works dealing with the computation of the queue 

GI I G I 1 (see [4J - [6J • 

With N~oa in inequality (12), the fol101d.ng 
can be written for a~ w proceeding from Lea-
1118. 4: 
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Then, considering the limit P -- e><:) and taking 
into account Lemma 5. Theorem 1 follows. 

Theorem 2 is deduced using Lemma 4', an improved 

version ot Lemma 4' 

'Lemma 4'. For any fixed p and N~c>o, the joint 

distribution of random variables li ,j' wi~~ 
and Wx (P) ,where ~p) is determined in (13), 

converges to the joint distribution of random 
variables 1

0
, w(o) and w(p), where 10 is eJq>o

nentially distributed with a parameter jU , 
distribution of .Jo) follows law (4), WCp) is' 

determined with (14), and all variables 1
0

, w(~) 
l_k' u_k ' k = 1, ••• ,p are mutually indepen
dent. 
The proof of Lemma. 4' is identical to that of 

Lemma 4. 

4. SOME GENERALIZA TIONS 

In this section some general conclusions are 
discussed. The most interesting (and time
consUBdng) task is connected with di scarding 

the assumption that valueS~,j and li,j have 
a speci:ric kind of distributions (see (1), (2) ) 

as well ' as the address Dt,j (see (3) ). In the 
general case, it is assumed that messages gene

rated by the i-th source Zi form a statiOnary 
random flow with independently and identically 

distributed intervals between messages. The 
distribution function for intervals between. two 

messages successivel~ generated by the source 
Zi is denoted. by <1N(u), the corresponding ma
thematicalexp_ectation is denoted bY(,\ (N»-\ 
These characteristics, in general,depend on N 

and i. The message lengths are assumed, as 
above, mutually independent and ident i cally dist
ributed with the distribution function H(l) and 
the ma:thematical expectation f _1, and. 

(A~N) )-1 >,,-1 + ~, i = 1, ••• , N. (15) 

where 0> 0 is a fixed number. Finally, addres

ses Dt ,j are assumed mutualq independent and 
for a prespectfied i uniformely distributed 
with the distribution I~N(m): 

Pr [ni ,;} = m} = IfN)(m) , (16) 

which, generally speaking, also depends on N 
and i. The mutual independence assumption for 
dlstaooes, lengths and addresses of messages 

remains valid. Apart from the above mentioned, 
the fo~lowing 111111 ting relations are considered: 
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max 
1 ~1 ~ N, 
1 · ~m~JI. JIl p 1 

for any u uniformely with respect to i = 1, 
• •. ,B, 

(18) 
B_OoQ 

where <\ (u), i = 1,2, ••• • are distribution 
fumtions sa:tllFfying the uniform estimation 
of a "line dec rease" : 8i (u) ~ G(1) (u) ,11m G(1)~1, 

u-o<) ' 

l1m 1 ~f~B, A1 (N) • IiH)(m) = A., (19) 

B~~i~1I 

~ +C,m =1,2, (20) 

Queues occurring at the input points of l1nes 

Zi ---"' 11, are now simple queues of a general we 
GI I G I 1 ; in this case as above, there is a 
unique stationary distribution or the delay time 
w1 :j) , determined from GfN) and H (see [~6J ): 

Pr{Wi~j) ~ w} = K GfN), H (w) (21) 

In the same "IIIq as above let us fix tile pair 

(i,j) and the address ni,j = m • 

Theorems 1 and 2 are formulated now as follows: 

Theorem 1 t. If conditions (15) and (17) through 

(20) are satisfied for any wand m = 1, 2, 

, 50 

lim Pr [w(1) < w / ~ -m} = K (w) ,(22) 
N --9 00 1, j , j- E A m' H 

where KG,H(w) is from (21) and E ~ stands for 

• 
• 

the exponential distrlbltion wlth the parameter", • 
A. 

Theorem 2'. If conditions (15) and (17) 

through (20) are met for any 1, wo' w1 and 
m = 1, 2, ••• , so 

lim Pr [11,j ~ 1, .£o~ 
(1 ) 

~ w1 / ,J ~ wo' ~.j 
N ---" Od 

/ ni.j::~ H(l) • K (wo) • K (w1 ). Gi ,H 
EAmt H . 

(23) 

Limi t expressions for conditional probabilities 

in (22) and (2) depend, in general, on m. 
Using the notion of a random mixture of distri

butions (see [3J ' Chapters 1I, V), it is possib

le to write similar limit formulas also for lln

cond1.tiona1 cti.stri.but1.ons of probabi~it1e8 of 
1 (0) (1) 
1,j' "1,j and Wi,j • furthermore, 1t is 

possible to introduce one more generalization 
assuming that the distri bution o~ length H(l) 
depends on N . and i and that the c ondi tions 
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analogous to (15) and (20) are met in the case 
of mathematical expectations jf). iN). Correspond-

ing formulas for limits (22) aDd (23) are omitt
ed here due to their complexity. 

The limiting relations (2~(23), as above, allow 
us to obtain the approximate formulas for the 
total delay time distribution and total trans
mission time distribution analogous to (7)-(8), 
which are valid for sufficiently large values 
of N. 

Theorems 1 t and 2 'are demonstrated following the 
scheme described in Section 3. To prove them, 
use is made of some :results on the convergence 
of the sums of infin1 te ly rare flows to the 
Poisson flow [7, 8J. 
Another generalization trend is to_rd the ana
lysis of communication networks of a more gene
ral type. Firstly, an assumption can be added 
to the network se be me that a complimentary flow 
of messages occurs at the centre M, which cons
titutes a Poisson flow with the parameter A. 
The centre-gal\erated messages are length-inde
pendent, the lengths being distributed by the 
law H(l), wi tb independent addresses distri
buted as in (16). On the other band, it may be 
supposed that the messages generated at sources 
Zi are addressed to the centre wL th a certain 
probabili ty. In this case, imposing the restric
tions identical to (15) and (17) - (20) , we 
can formulate and prove the statements to the 
same effect as Theorems l' and 2'. 

Secondly, it is possible to investigate the 
class of the so called multiradial message-
swi tching networks where all sources Zi or 
some of them are the centres of certain "peri
pheral" radial communication networks identical 
to those desc ribed in Sec tion 1. Confining OUl'
sel vas to the t'fini ta-in-depth" networks to be 
more definite, it is possible to SUbstantiate 
the asymptotic formulas for computation of the 
total delay time and total transmission time 
for an individual message, which are the case 
with the infinitely inc:t'easing number of vel'
tices and communication lines in the network 
where the conditions identical to (15) and 
(17)-(20) are satisfied. 
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